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Space exploration
People had been dreaming of going to stars ever since the dawn of time. But it was only in the 20th century
that this dream came true. And there were two men who should get the credit for this  Sergei Korolev and
Werner von Braun.
However, in 1940 things didnt look very well for Sergei Korolev. He was in Gulag and he was expected to
die. Fortunately for him, Beria ordered a retrial and after 7 months he got out of the Gulag and he was sent
to a different kind of prison. Even though he was in prison he could work on
designing planes.
In 1950s he was released and moved to a team whose task was to develop
intercontinental rockets. And they were very successful. But Korolevs
dream was different. He wanted to go to the stars. So he asked the leaders
of the Soviet Union for a programme to get a satellite on the orbit. And the
leaders agreed.
On 4 October 1957 people from all around the world could hear on their
radios strange beeps. These beeps came out of Sputnik  the first man
made object in the space. The Americans were scared and this
achievement confirmed their suspicion that the Russians could hit them with
nuclear weapons at any time and any place.

Sputnik 1
And that was not all. A month later the Soviet Union sent a dog to space. Its name was Laika and it lived for
six hours there.
The Americans started to work hard. They contracted Werner von Braun whom they had arrested at the
end of the war. No one had been interested in him during the early 1950s because he had been involved in
the Nazis development of the rockets V2. But once the Soviet Union launched the Sputnik his expertise
became invaluable.
And on 31 January 1961 the Americans got a chimp safely to the Space and back. But the Russians were
still a step ahead and on 12 April 1961 the Russians got the first man into space. His name was Yuri
Gagarin. He spent there just a short time, but he got back to the Earth and he became a hero.
This success moved the American president to announce that the USA will get a man on the Moon before
the year 1970. The government sent a lot of money to NASA and the real space race started.
Even though money was not a problem, still the Russians were better. In 1963 they sent the first woman to
space. Her name was Valentina Tereshkova.
But it was the last Russian achievement. In 1965 Korolev died and his successors werent able to go on
with the rocket he had designed. This new rocket never worked and Brezhnev stopped the space
programme in 1972.
At the same time the Americans were fervently working on the Apollo mission. And on 24 July 1969 the
Apollo 11 landed on the Moon. Two men came out o fit  Neil Armstrong and Buzz Aldrin. There were 5
more successful landings on the Moon, but the whole programme was stopped in 1972. People somehow
lost interest in space and the missions were really expensive.
Man hasnt stepped on the surface of the Moon since and all the other space projects were rather modest.

In 1981 the Americans came with the concept of a space shuttle. It
should have been a cheap way to get to space, but it didnt work.
The flights were really expensive and, as it came out later,
dangerous. The first tragedy happened in 1987 when the space
shuttle Challenger exploded shortly after the take off.
And when Columbia space shuttle exploded in 2003 on its way
back, it was decided to stop the space shuttles forever. The last
flight took place in 2011.

Apollo 11 crew
Now everyone is waiting for the new development. The
governments do not want to spend money on space exploration and the flight to Mars seems like a dream
now. Lets hope it will come true one day.

Yuri Gagarin  GRAMMAR UP
Yuri Gagarin was born in a family which was not rich
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Two of his siblings were sent to Germany for slave labour and they returned only in 1946.
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When he was young Gagarin became interested in space and planets. In 1955
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he entered military flight training.
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In 1960 he was selected among 19 other pilots for the Soviet space program.
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And on 12 April 1961 Gagarin became the first man to get into the outer space.
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He spent there 80 minutes and then returned to the Earth.
He SPEND there 80 minutes and then

RETURN  

Earth.

He became an international and international hero. He travelled the world
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and the Soviet Union wanted to prevent him from flying but they didn´t.
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On 27 March 1968 he was flying and his plane crashed. The weather was bad
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The first film in 3D was shown in the cinema in 1922. No, this is not a typo. It
was really in 1922. And in the year 1928 the first 3D television was made. It
was made by the inventor of the normal television John Logie Baird.. But no
one was interested in the 3D technology for a long time because it was
extremely expensive. In the 1950s several 3D films were made but they were
considered as something unusual. The real breakthrough came with the invention of the format
IMAX 3D which was introduced in 1986. Nowadays all the TV producers make 3D televisions.
However, for some people 3D doesn't exist because their eyes are bad and they cannot see it.

Nowadays hardly anyone has an analogue camera. Most people have digital
cameras because you can take hundreds and thousands of snaps at no
cost. The memory cards are small and you can save more photographs
there than it was possible on a normal film. While the films were expensive,
digital photos are really cheap. You can upload the pictures to your
computer and then choose the best ones. Moreover, digital photography doesnt
change and you can edit it on your computer. The disadvantage of digital cameras is
the fact that they develop really quickly and there are so many machines now that it is difficult
to know which one is good for you. The first digital camera was introduced in 1988 and it was made by Fuji.

Game Boy was the first digital game which was commercially successful. The first
game which was played on Game Boy was Tetris. The first Game Boy was
introduced in 1989. Recently the company Nintendo introduced its Wii U machine
which is able to play video and the internet content. There are many other
gadgets like this for example PlayStation or Xbox but Game Boy was the first.

The first Webcam was used on the premises of Cambridge University. This happened in
1991 and the same camera was used till 2001. Nowadays, WebCam is a common part
of computers. You can see nearly all interesting places online. Moreover, they are used
to monitor the traffic on highways and streets and all the drivers can see which
places they should avoid. The skiers can see whether there is enough snow in
the place where they would like to go skiing.

Do you remember? In 1990s the businessmen boasted with mobile phones which
were really big and heavy. Nowadays the smart phones are thin and light and they
can do a lot of things. Besides telephoning you can listen to music, connect to the
internet, and you can play games there too. The first smart home was introduced
by IBM at the beginning of 1990s. This phone had a calendar, address book,
clock, calculator, notebook, email and a few games. It had a touch display but it
was only black and white. But at the beginning everyone thought that phones like this where
unnecessarily expensive and useless. It was only 10 years later when Steve Jobs introduced
iPhone and smart phones became incredibly popular.

GPS stands for global positioning system which is a positioning system run by
the Army of the United States. It is possible to find the exact position and time
wherever on the Earth. Originally this system was planned to be used only for
the Army. The system was started in 1994 when all 24 satellites were placed
on the orbit. Normal people started using GPS in 2000. Nowadays GPS has
has 32 satellites which are 20 km above the Earth.

1. is the oldest
2. can take photos
3. is not for everyone
4. was planned to be used only by the army
5. was forgotten for many years
6. is only for playing games.
7. is nowadays common part of every computer
8. was introduced by Apple

A man died and left $100,000 for his wife, 5
sons and 4 daughters. Each son received twice as
much as a daughter, and the widow received three
times as much as a son. How much did each
daughter get?

Dave ate one strawberry more than Eve. Mike
ate one strawberry more than Jane. Dave and Eve ate
10 more strawberries than Mike and Jane. They all
ate 60 strawberries. How many strawberries did Jane
eat?

You have the letters ERGRO. Put three letters
in front of it, and the same three letters behind to
form a common English word.

You have the digits 1,3,4,6.You have following
arithmetic operations : *, / , + ,  , and brackets.You
can use each digit only once. You can use any given
arithmetic operation as many times as you want, but
you have to get the result 24.

...ERGRO...

mouse
Flash drive

computer

1) E 2) C 3) A 4) F 5) B 6) D
keyboard

camera

car

Tesla: 1. B 2. B 3. D 4.. A 5. C 6. A 7. B
Frauds: D, A/C, B, C, A, D, B

Gadgets: 1. 1 2. 2/5
8. 5

3. 1

4. 6

5. 1 6. 3

7. 4

plane

rocket

printer

projector
battery

socket

Washing machine

headphones

loudspeaker iron

Brainteasers: The daughter get $5,000.
Jane ate 12 strawberries.
Mobile phone

laptop

dishwasher

Underground.
(146)*3 =24

plug

camcorder

cooker

fridge
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